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ABSTRACT

Touch is a modality that patients and doctors feel is integral part of the consultation. While old physicians still rely on healing touch, new generation is oriented more on technology-driven investigation-based practice. High risk of transmission of Covid 19 via contact spread and touch and increase in number of asymptomatic carriers leads to multifold risk to treating physicians. Corona pandemic is leading to distancing between doctors and patients and the ancient healing touch is losing shine with time and somehow leaving a permanent scar on doctor patient relationship.

Since ancient times, touch is one of the most important senses used in clinical practice. ‘Palpation’ is another word for using touch in making a diagnosis and plan treatment for the patient. Although due to recent advances in technology and diagnostic modalities, somehow this direct doctor-patient relationship is diminishing with time but still it forms a keystone in the satisfactory treatment of patient. Therapeutic touch is pivotal in certain areas of modern and traditional medicine, including physiotherapy, osteopathy, chiropractice, and acupressure. Latest challenge to the healing touch is Covid19 pandemic [1,2].

Coronavirus and Transmission

2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), which originated in Wuhan, China, has affected the world over last few months. SARS-CoV-2 possesses high pathogenicity and transmissibility. Contact spread and infection by droplets remains the primary measure of spread of transmission. Person-to-person spread of SARS-CoV-2 is supposed to occur mainly via respiratory droplets, when a patient coughs, sneezes, or even talks or sings.SARS-CoV-2 remains intact and contagious in droplets (less than five microns in diameter) which can traverse up to six feet (about 2 meters) and can be suspended in the air for up to three hours [3,4]. Since the spread of SARS-CoV-2 from asymptomatic individuals (or individuals within the incubation period), without any radiological findings, has also been reported making the treating physician more susceptible to infection [5,6].

Challenges to Treating Physician

Since outbreak of Coronavirus, Social distancing has become a new norm. But for physicians, this is more challenging but at the same time difficult to practice. Although many physicians have developed innovative ways like making barriers of glass or plastic between themselves and patient to avoid droplet spreads. Use of mask and sanitisers is routine practice but wearing personal protective equipments for prolonged periods is exhaustive. Considering occupational hazard, physicians are voiding direct physical contact with patient unless in case of emergency. Somehow this is damaging the doctor patient relationship as doctors are afraid of touching patients.

Future

Presently some patients are able to understand the severity of disease and still have belief in treating physician but still a group of patient remains unsatisfied without healing touch of doctor. In future, once we develop the vaccine or treatment for coronavirus things may normalize but till than ‘healing touch’ may be missing in clinical practice which is a safe measure both for patient and treating physician.
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